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Aidan Hart Demonstrating painting garments, Proplasmos Technique. 

Notes from an Icon Student – to accompany Video clip on You Tube  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbwE0QY1aOw 

 
Day 22, October 2014 

There are many ways of painting garments and we will explore many over the course of the next 
year. Where faces are modelled smoothly, highlights on garments tend to be more distinguished, 
with each layer being clearly defined, almost like a map showing relief of landscape. There are some 
icons with blended highlights on garments, but for this demonstration, Aidan is not looking at those 
today. 

Begin with a colour wash to get the colour balance, or do an underpainting. You need a good sense 
of form of the middle colour. Check the position of the figure, whether standing contra pasto and 
how the highlights relate to the posture. Check where the fabric is folding behind and leaves a 
sharply defined edge, or whether it is in ripples. 

Using the Proplasmos technique, Aidan paints an area of Raw Umber as background. With garments, 
the background can be more stippled or varied, as a more chaotic background can be an advantage 
and adds interest. 

Next stage, go to the darker colour, you can add blue or black, to paint the main calligraphic lines of 
the fabric folds. Apply a wash over this, in the first colour to deepen it as it needs to be strong 
enough to withstand highlights, but still retain its transparency. 

Very rare to use more than three stacked layers of highlighting. 

Then add a little white (or yellow) to lighten the mix and paint on the first layer of highlight. Go 
carefully and try to get it right first time. Look where the shadow disappears. When the paint dries, it 
changes colour a little, so allow time between layers. 

Really important to have strong clear calligraphic lines. Optional whether one side of the line is 
blended - refer back to the prototype. 

You can go over the initial dark lines later to strengthen them. Some lines have more abstract 
toothed blending. Garments can get too soft and naturalist if the highlights are too blended. Also, 
you want to direct the eye towards the face. Garments painted in more abstract way suggests you 
are painting the whole material world transfigured - you aren't looking at an ordinary garment but 
one that us animated by the Holy Spirit. However, it must still follow the basic rules of drapery. 

TIP it would be very good practice to paint a mosaic. The fabrics can show four grades of colour with 
different shades of tesserae. Practice with one colour but build up the layers, keeping the highlight 
boundaries quite clear. From a distance it will appear blended, but close up it appears quite distinct. 

Highlights can also be in a completely different colour. You can have a warm proplasmos such as a 
red brown, but with highlights in cool blue grey. If you want a purple garment as with the Mother of 
God, instead of mixing red and blue in the palette, you start with red and add blue on top and it 
registers as purple. With green, you could use green and yellow then white. 
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Remember the principal of sharing colours, for instance on blue cloak, white undergarment- pick up 
some blue in the undergarment. 

Summary: 
Start with your basic colour and keep some translucency. Establish you basic form by darker 
calligraphic lines. Then start building up your highlights. If you need to, you can go back and adjust 
your shadows. 

You can apply washes between layers, and apply shared colours into the shadows. Washes can be 
applied to knock back parts of the garment or to set a lower key. 

Be careful when adding white to certain colours. Red for example turns a sickly pink with white so 
instead, add a little black to the proplasmos layer and then build up highlights without the black. If 
you do add white to the red, a final wash of dilute red will help the red win over the pink. 

TIP if using Ultramarine, it can be a bit too bright so soften it with yellow ochre or a little black. 
Cobalt is a bit too powerful and needs to be calmed down. Aidan generally doesn’t use it in icon 
painting. 

Practice and keen observation - garments are difficult! Always keep in mind the forces and forms 
behind the drapery, where gravity meets a moving limb or curving arm or shoulder. 

Analyse the curves, convex or concave. Keep in mind that wherever the body touches the garment it 
will be lighter, ie the knee. 

 


